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Outrageous, irrepressible and endlessly  entertaining, the bestselling author of Rubyfruit Jungle  and Bingo
spins a behind-the-scenes tale of women's  professional tennis that dramtically intertwines  the heart-stopping
excitement of competition and  the lingering heartache of intimate human bonds.  Carmen Semanan loves
three things passionalty:  tennis, money and professor Harriet Rawls. Just  twenty-four, Carmen is at her
peak as one of the  world's top-seeded tennis champions, determined to win  the coveted Grand Slam. She is
protected from  everything but the grueling demands of her sport by an  avericious agent and her devoted
gusty Harriet.  All the odds are in her favor. But there are weeds  growing in her paradise patch. Carmen's
vey latin  brother, Miguel, parlays her succes into a  financial house of cards with deals that
include  smuggling, forgery, and fraud. Susan Reilly, Carmen's  archrival and former lover, leaks word of
Carms's  relationship with Harriet to the press--and tennis's  best-kept secret is blown into a front-
page  scandal. From the French Open to Wimbledon, jealousies,  ambitions and passions are set to explode.
Now,  with everything she cherishes on the line, Carmen  must test the true depths of her feelings-both
on  and off the court.
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From reader reviews:

Betty Adkins:

The book Sudden Death will bring that you the new experience of reading any book. The author style to
describe the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to read, this book very suitable to you. The
book Sudden Death is much recommended to you to learn. You can also get the e-book through the official
web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Nathan Jackson:

The book untitled Sudden Death contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains the girl idea
with easy means. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do definitely not worry, you
can easy to read the item. The book was authored by famous author. The author provides you in the new age
of literary works. It is possible to read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or gadget,
so you can read the book with anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you
can available their official web-site and order it. Have a nice study.

Samuel Puckett:

This Sudden Death is brand-new way for you who has intense curiosity to look for some information as it
relief your hunger associated with. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know otherwise you
who still having bit of digest in reading this Sudden Death can be the light food for yourself because the
information inside this specific book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books produce itself in the form
and that is reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book web form. People who think that in publication
form make them feel sleepy even dizzy this publication is the answer. So there is no in reading a publication
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't miss the
item! Just read this e-book type for your better life as well as knowledge.

Mildred Shaw:

A number of people said that they feel bored when they reading a e-book. They are directly felt that when
they get a half regions of the book. You can choose typically the book Sudden Death to make your personal
reading is interesting. Your own skill of reading expertise is developing when you just like reading. Try to
choose straightforward book to make you enjoy to study it and mingle the opinion about book and reading
especially. It is to be first opinion for you to like to open a book and examine it. Beside that the book Sudden
Death can to be a newly purchased friend when you're experience alone and confuse with what must you're
doing of that time.
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